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Abstract
This paper reports on the ‘kamanche’, in oriental countries and describes how this musical instrument has
attracted attention in an extensive part of the Orient and been warmly received beyond oriental boundaries
in some African countries.
Existing sources, together with the author’s long-term experience in playing music and his acquaintance
with different types of ‘kamanche’, have been applied to investigate the various aspects of the instrument
reported in this paper.
This is a comprehensive study comparing similarities and differences of the instrument in Iran, China,
Azerbaijan and India.
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Introduction
Characteristically stable and yet flexible, the ‘kamanche’ is an important musical instrument in eastern
countries. Its use has migrated from one place to another, and in doing so it has been adapted to suit the
geographical, ethnic and cultural conditions of each new region. It has also maintained the unique features
that distinguish it from other instruments.
This paper begins with consideration of the instrument’s appellation process and its history based on the
sources of Al-Mousighi Al-Kabir by Farabi and Jami Al-Alhan by Abd al-Qadir al-Maraghi.
The second part considers a common feature of the instrument that is apparent in instruments of all regions;
the soundboard of its sound box. The soundboard plane of the kamanche has always been covered by a piece
of parchment from an animal such as sheep, goat, cow’s stomach, snake or fish. The present paper tries to
answer the question; how come, despite technological advancements, parchment is still used for
soundboards rather than wood or synthetic materials?
The instrument is also examined and compared in terms of shape, bow and other visual features in the
instruments of Iran, China, Azerbaijan and India.
The paper’s final section is about certain characteristics that have made the kamanche so influential and
important for people in the eastern part of the world as a means to express their feelings; and that have
resulted in the continuity and popularity of this instrument.
Kamanche
The kamanche is one of the main musical instruments played in an extensive region of the east and it has
several different names.
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In China it is called ‘er-hu’. In northern India, it is called
‘sarangi’, and in India’s Rajasthan it is known as ‘rajasthani
kamancha’. In mid Asian countries it has various different names
including ‘gheichagh’, ‘ghajak’ and ‘iklig’.
In Iran, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia, it is called
‘kamanche’, and in Turkey its name is ‘kabak’ or ‘kemej’. In
Arab states and countries of northern Africa it is called ‘rabab’,
‘kaman’ or ‘kamanje’.
The word ‘kamanche’ originates in Persian from the name of the
instrument’s bow. The word consists of two parts; ‘kaman’ and
‘cheh’. The former means curved or tilted and the latter is a
diminutive suffix. Therefore, ‘kamanche’ means ‘a small curve’,
which is actually the name of the bow. The bow is built from a
piece of wood that is slightly curved outward and about 55cm to
65cm in length. The name ‘kamanche’ is from the bow that
produces the sound when it is moved across the strings.
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Figure.1. Rabab from Syria

History
The first written reference to a kamanche dates back 1200 years ago. In one of the chapters of al-Mousighi
al-Kabir entitled ‘Famous Musical Instruments’, Abounasr Farabi (873-950) mentions an instrument that’s
shape was essentially that of the kamanche, it was called ‘rabab’. In describing the rabab, he wrote that
sometimes one string is fastened on to the rabab and sometimes two; it was also mentioned that four strings
were not uncommon on the instrument. Like the modern kamanche, the rabab was not a fretted instrument
and Farabi explained that this was unlike the khorasani or Baghdadi tambour. Then, he explained the various
types of tunes that could be produced on the instrument. He also drew a brief comparison between the rabab
and the Baghdadi tambour and pointed out that two complete octaves could not be played on the rabab so it
was considered defective in comparison to the Baghdadi tambour (Farabi, 1996, 385).
About 400 years later, Abd al-Qadir (died 1434) wrote about the instrument in his most prominent book
‘Jame al-Alhan’. In a chapter on musical instruments, under a section about string instruments, he mentions
‘kamanche’, ‘ghachak’ and ‘yeti as three string instruments that were played with a bow (Abad al-Qadir
1986, 203).
The yektai is referred to as a one-string instrument made by Arabs. It is described as having a square sound
box with a piece of parchment over its string was made of horsetail hair. The instrument is still played in
Arabian countries and is known as ‘rabab. It is noteworthy that the author has encountered this instrument in
his journey to Beirut, Lebanon in 2012. (Figure.1).
He also mentions the ‘kamanche’ and pointed out that some instruments were built with a sound box of
coconut1; others were carved out of wood and covered in a piece of parchment (skin of cow’s stomach) and
that its silk strings produced a pleasant sound. In respect to the instrument’s tuning, he explained that the
kamanche was tuned from right to left to a perfect fourth interval but that players could change the tuning to
suit their requirements according to the piece of music they were performing.1
He continued to describe the ‘ghajak’ or ‘gheichak’ as an instrument with a sound box bigger than that of
the kamanche and covered with parchment. It is described as having 10 strings and played by moving the
bow across only 2 of its strings. The other 8 strings were tuned to the piece of music and adjusted to serve
the player’s intended sound, these sympathetic strings could be played to produce a stronger sound.
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Comparison of these 3 instruments, determined that the sound of the kamanche was the most pleasant (Abd
al-Qadir 1986, 203).
Kamanche in Different Countries
The kamanche is an adaptable musical instrument that is capable of being adapted to suit various cultures in
oriental countries. It acquires the geographical, ethnical and cultural features of a region. At present, it is one
of the main instruments played in Iran, China, India, Azerbaijan, Arabic and North African countries.
Below are explanations of the various types of kamanche played in the countries of Iran, China, Azerbaijan
and India. In the concluding section the author explains the specific features of the instrument that have
determined its prominence in this extensive part of the world.
Kamanche in Iran
The kamanche is one of the main instruments played in today’s ensemble and solo performances in Iran. In
the Safavid Dynasty (1501-1736) and Qajar Dynasty (1785-1925), the instrument was regarded as the most
prominent. It was also very popular among the folk players that would play the kamanche in streets and
public places, where it was warmly received. The introduction of the violin to Iran in around the 1880s
meant that the kamanche lost popularity for a while. The violin drew so much attention that some virtuosos
in the Qajar court taught violin using the kamanche. Hossein Esmaeel-zade (died in 1934), he was one of the
greatest kamanche players in the Qajar period. He was able to teach violin because of a similarity in playing
techniques between the kamanche and the violin (Khaleghi, 2004, 68). Later, during the monarchy of the
late second Pahlavi (1925-1979), via establishment of a major on Iranian Classical Music at Tehran
University, the kamanche was revived and reclaimed some of its former glory. This can be attributed to
closeness in terms of sonority between the kamanche and other Iranian classical music instruments including
the Tar and Santur.
Nowadays, the kamanche is among the most popular instruments in Iran and its playing techniques have
progressed significantly in recent years.
Various Types of Kamanche in Iran
There are three main types of kamanche in Iran:
Kamancha
Tal (Lori kamanche)
Gheichagh (Turkmen Sahra kamanche)
Kamancha
In Iran, there are two methods used to make instruments, a kamanche is either made using narrow parts
of wood (wicker) or by one piece of wood. Instruments made of wicker usually have a better sound. It is
usually made of curved wicker from walnut or mulberry trees.
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Instruments made from one piece of wood are shaped by turning
a piece of wood.
The outward diameter of the kamanche’s sound box is ordinarily
between 20-22 cm and in size; its sound board, which is covered
by a piece of parchment, is about 9 to 11 cm.
Sheep parchment is used to cover the soundboard on which the
bridge is installed; however, it is stretched to different tension
levels according to humidity of the particular region.
The Iranian kamanche in the past had only three strings, but
influence of the violin contributed to the addition of one more
string. The length of its neck is in the range of 29-31 cm; the
diameter of the neck is between 25 mm and 37 mm at the
tension bracket and about 29-31 mm at the joint of the neck to
the sound box1. At the end of the box, there is a stand, which is
joined to the tailpiece, by which a player can support the
instrument on his or her lap or a chair while playing, (Figure.2).
Bow
The bow of the kamanche was previously called the Kamane
(small curve) consists of a piece of wood, 60 cm long and one
end of which is slightly curved outward. It has a leather strap for
the player to hold it by. The (hair) strings on the bow of the
kamanche can be adjusted by the player; unlike that of the violin
that has fixed strings. The bow is adjusted during a playing to
create various nuances of sound. (Figure.3).
The sound range of the kamanche is 2.5 octaves. (Staff.1). The
kamanche’s tuning can be adjusted from low pitched to high
pitched with a distance of perfect four or perfect fifth, which is
changeable according to the piece of music to be played. Some
samples of tunes are as follows, (Staff .2).
One technique commonly practiced in playing the Iranian
kamanche is the drone technique; in Persian it is called
Vakhan1.Use of this techniques one of the reasons that a player
might change the tuning during a performance.

Figure.2. Kamancha from Iran,
made out of wood wicker

Figure.3. Iranian Kamanche Bow
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Staff. 1

Staff.2
.
Tal (Lori Kamanche)
Tal originates from the Lorestan a region (western Iran). The sound box of the Tal is a frustum and
geometrical in shape. The soundboard is covered by parchment on which the bridge and strings are located,
and the other end of the sound box is left uncovered. For this reason the Tal is also known as an ‘open-ended
kamanche’.
As it is uncovered on one side, the Lori kamanche
has a rather loud sound. It has traditionally been
played in open areas of the plains and mountains;
hence, a loud sound was appropriate for the location.
Tal is the most prominent instrument for players
from the Lor, Lak and Bakhtiari regions of Iran.1It is
played solo or accompanied with a vocalist
(Figure.4).
In the past, the Lori kamanche had three strings but
nowadays it has four. The Tal’s sound range is two
and a half octaves, just like the kamanche.
Like the kamanche, the Tal’s tuning can be adjusted
to serve the kind sound required for a performance.
The following are some common tunes for the Tal
(Darvishi 2004, 489), (Staff.3).
(a)
(b)
Gheichagh (Turkmen Sahra Kamanche)
In terms of size, the smallest type of kamanche in
Figure.4. Lori Kamanche from west of Iran,
(a) front view, (b) back view
respect to size of its sound box is that of the
Turkmen Sahra Harbor in northeastern Iran. In this
region, the kamanche is called ‘ghechagh’ which is,
in turn, a variation of ‘ghichak’ and ‘ghachak’.
In the past, the ghichak was made from some kind of
small pumpkin or nut, which had a regular geometric
Staff No.3
shape. The Turkmen Sahra region is close to the
Caspian Sea and the weather is very humid, a good
climate for growing such fruit, so the gheichagh was traditionally made from these. Humidity has little effect
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on pumpkins so integrity of the sound box is preserved.
Nowadays, the ‘gheichan’ is made by woodturning from
one-piece of wood. The diameter of the soundboard of the
Turkmen kamanche is about 6.5-7 cm; and that of its sound
box is 11-12 cm.
The region’s humidity is the main reason that the
soundboard of the instrument is so small; the smaller it is,
the more secure the parchment that covers the instrument.
If it is made any wider then high humidity may render the
parchment so loose that a player may not be able to play.
The skin of camel heart is more suitable than that of fish
for humid regions because it is less affected by humidity
(Darvishi, 2004, p 399). (Figure No. 5).
The gheichagh has three strings and its tune cannot be
changed during Turkmen performances. Strings are tuned
at interval of perfect fourth, (Staff .4). Its sounding
range is 2 octaves, (Staff .5).
Bowed String Instruments of China
The instrument is called er-hu in China. The word
consists of two parts; ‘er’ which means two and
‘hu’ which means foreigner. Apparently, the
instrument had entered China from western
regions (mid Asia) and originally, it had two
strings. The length of this instrument is about 60
cm.
There are currently three types of this instrument
in China.
er-hu
jing hu
ban hu
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Figure. 5. Gheichagh, from Turkmen Sahra
in north of Iran

Staff .4

Staff .5

Er-hu
Like the Tal, er-hu and jing hu have one side uncovered and the other covered with parchment (often snake
skin) on which the bridge is installed. The sound box is a regular hexagon made of wood. It has a rather long
neck and two pegs. The tension bracket is placed at approximately ¼ of the string length from the peg to the
bridge. The distance of the string from the neck is longer than that of Iranian kamanche. The fretting action
(pressing down the string behind a fret) is like flageolet in string instruments and the fingers just touch the
strings during the performance and are not completely pressed on to the neck.
In all three instruments, the bow moves between the two strings and the movement from one string to
another is done by a slight turn of the bow (this is unlike the Iranian kamanche in which the bow is turned in
order to move from one string to another). Unlike the Iranian kamanche, which can be placed either on a
player’s lap or on a chair all three of the Chinese instruments are positioned on a player’s lap. In Chinese
string instruments, strings are tunedat the distance of perfect fifth and have the sound ranges of 3 octaves.
The bow is rather long compared to that of the Iranian kamanche and is made of hair-string. (Figure.6)1.
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Jing hu
The instrument is mostly played in Chinese
operas. Both the sound box and the neck are made
of bamboo covered with a piece of snakeskin. The
strings are tuned at the distance of perfect fifth and
their sounding range is 2 octaves. (Figure. 7).
Ban hu
The sound box of ban hu is usually made of
coconut. As mentioned before, gheichagh in
Turkmen Sahra also is made out from coconut.
Unlike the Iranian gheichagh, Chinese ban hu is
covered by wood instead of parchment. The neck
Figure.7. Jing-hu, from
is also is made of wood. It has two strings and two
China, with wooden
pegs like er-hu and jing hu. A Tension bracket is
sound box
placed on the neck at ¼ distance of strings length
from peg and bridge. The bow of the ban hu is Figure..6. Er-Hu. From China,
shorter than that of the other two types of Made out of wood with a
instrument. The ban hu has a loud and brilliant soundboard made out of
slough of snake.
sound.
Use of glissando in it is commonly practiced. The ban hu is used for strong and energetic performances.
Like the other two instruments, strings of the ban hu are turned to perfect fifth distance and it has a sound
range of 2 octaves. The ban hu plays a key role in Chinese orchestras and is usually played solo. (Figure.8).
The playing techniques that of fretting in all three instruments,
similar to flageolet playing in bowed string instruments. Bowing is
done with quick long or short movements. The most common
technique in China for playing these instruments is that of glissando
and vibration in different parts of the instrument.
Azerbaijan
The kamanche is called ‘kamancha’ in Azerbaijan. Its sound box is
made in 2 wooden parts. The sound box is cone-shaped and partially
pointed on one side. Its diameter is about 20 cm and the part covered
by parchment is slightly bigger than that of Iranian kamanche. Its
neck is shorter than the Iranian version and is between 27 cm and 29
cm long. It has 4 strings tuned to perfect fifth. Kamancha tuning in
Azerbaijan is fixed and all its repertories are played with a single
tone (Staff .6).
The Kamancha plays an important role in Azerbaijan’s music. The
country’s ensembles usually consist of one Kamancha, one Tar and a
singer who is the Gaval (Tambourine) player.
In big orchestras, tar and a kamancha are usually played in solos.
The sound of the kamancha is brighter than that of Iranian kamanche
partly because the parchment on the sound box is tighter and because
a piece of fabric is usually placed under the low-pitch strings to
98
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prevent excessive vibration of the parchment. The
soundboard is covered with parchment made of fish skin.
Another characteristic of the Azerbaijan kamancha is its
ornamentation. Instruments are usually decorated on the
neck and sound box with shell and bone. (Figure No. 9)
Staff .6
India’s Bowed String Instruments
Based on Indian myths, Rawana is the inventor and maker of
the Indian bowed, string instruments. And the name of the
invented instrument was ‘Rawanhatho’ (Avatar-Achara,
1983, 84). Rawan hatho had had all parts of a bowed string
instrument. Its neck was made of bamboo and its sound box
of coconut. It had had two main strings and several
sympathetic strings with different sizes between 3 cm and 16
cm. It was played with a bow made of a curved wood.
According to Indian myths, the instrument can be traced back
5000 years (Ram Avatar, 1983, 84).
Sarangi, Rajasthani kamanche and sarinda are among the
most common bowed instruments in India.
Sarangi
Figure.9. Kamanch, form Azerbaijan
The sarangi is played widely in northern India. Like the
Republic
kamanche, it is placed on a player’s lap or on the ground; and
it is leaned on the player’s left shoulder while being played - just like Baluchistan cheichak. Inward curves
on both sides of the instrument facilitate turning of the bow on the strings. Therefore, while being played,
the instrument is fixed and the bow moves on the strings. It has four main strings and about 11 sympathetic
strings located beside the neck. In modern sarangis there are 30 to 40 sympathetic strings. The sarangi is
usually about 60 cm long. It is made of wood and covered by parchment. It is played in India, Pakistan and
Nepal and is considered one of the
main musical instruments in
northern India. (Fig. 10)1.
Kamancha
The instrument is common in
India’s Rajasthan and is played by
folk singers. The instrument’s sound
box is bigger than that of Iranian
and Azerbaijan kamanche. It has
four main strings and several
sympathetic strings (between 7 to 9
strings). Players put the Instrument
Figure.11. Kamancha, from
Figure. 10. Sarangi from
on their lap and play it using a bow
Rajasthan of India, Sakar
North of India
made from a curved piece of wood.
khan
Like all other kinds of kamanche, it
is
covered
by
parchment.
1
(Figure.11) .
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Sarinda
The sarinda is similar to gheichak in Baluchistan, Iran
and Pakistan. It has three main strings and six
sympathetic strings. Players put it on their neck using a
strap while walking or standing. The lower part of the
instrument that is covered by parchment holds the
bridges. The upper part, which has an anchor-like
shape, is not covered by parchment or wood. The
instrument is played by a bow, (Figure.12).
Conclusion
This article presenting various types of the kamanche in
different countries suggests some answers to the
questions posed.
Figure. 12. Sarinda from India, similar to
One of these questions was to determine its unique
gheichak in Baluchistan
features that the kamanche so popular in eastern
countries. This paper concludes that flexibility of the instrument in respect to its size and shape has made it
adaptable to variant conditions in different places, while at the same time its unique nature has been
preserved.
It adapts to new ethnic and environmental characteristics and yet keeps its essential characteristics that
enable people to express themselves by playing this instrument.
Iran’s kamanche for instance, is completely different from the er-hu in China. The er-hu is much smaller
than the kamanche and produces a more high-pitch sound that corresponds to the high pitch sounds of
Chinese music compared to the higher pitched sounds of the kamanche. Or, in India, for example the
sympathetic-strings added to the instrument have made it more suitable for Indian music.
In respect to the use of parchment as the instruments’ sound box cover (instead of artificial skin or
wood), this point can be made, that the sound produced by parchment is slightly nasal, which relates to
the tone often heard in people’s speech in oriental countries.
Other musical instruments in various oriental countries have similar features, namely the tar in Iran and
sitar in India. Therefore, the nasal sound of musical instruments seems to have a direct relationship with
people’s way of talking. For example, the kind of music played in Iran’s Lorestan is similar to people’s
dialect and language; or, the sounds of erhu or sarangi in respect of sonority area perfect reflection of
the dialect and language spoken in their respective regions. That is why we can different regions have a
distinctive style of music. In this matter Farabi, also explicitly said ‘In a close consideration we
understand that music, in many aspects sympathizes with linguistics in every language’ (Farabi, 1996,
524).
The bow also has particular features that are sophisticated and advanced that in the author’s view. A
player can adjust the looseness of the bow’s hair using the bow strap while performing and that makes
him or her able to a produce strong or weak sound accordingly.
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Postscript
1

It’s worth mentioning that in some regions Kamanches are still made of coconut shell.

2

Nowdays Kamanche is still tuned variously in Iran and there is not only one fixed tune for it.

3

The sizes are based on the Kamanches belonging to the author.

4

“Vakhan” is the simultaneous playing of the free hand string, which is next to the string on which the
played frets.
5

Lor, Lak and Bakhtiari are three major tribes resident in western Iran.

6

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erhu

7

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarangi
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sakar_khan

8
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